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Resurrection and the Walking Dead 

The Walking Dead is an American television drama.  To hear New Testament scholar 

Beverly Roberts Gaventa quote the Apostle Paul, the Living, and I presume therefore Walking 

Dead is also real life Christian drama.  In a forthcoming book, Gaventa translates Paul’s letter to 

the Romans Chapter 6, verse13 this way:  Do not present your members to Sin as weapons of 

wrong, but present your members to God as people alive from the dead, … 

That is her translation.  Here is how she explains that translation: “This expression is 

difficult to translate into idiomatic English, since Paul compresses into three Greek words a 

larger notion that the gospel involves breathing life into people who were virtually dead.” 

Breathing life in to people who were virtually dead.   

The Walking Dead. 

That image is popular culture referencing in the oddest of ways the theme of resurrection.  

The once and in some ways still dead are walking.  Literally.  In popular culture, though, it is not 

a story of salvation, but one of destruction.  Primarily Death.  It is not life that is celebrated, as is 

the case where resurrection is concerned in the New Testament.  It is a view of a coming time 

when the dead who walk do so with malevolent intent.  To destroy the living.  To increase the 

population of the dead.   

The television show The Walking Dead is apocalyptic material.  It is secular, popular 

culture apocalyptic, but it is apocalyptic nonetheless.  It reveals how humankind will end up in 

its last, end time.  It reveals the truth about human life and this creation in which we live.  The 

revelation of most of today’s secular, popular apocalyptic is that all is lost.  That we end up 

destroying ourselves.  With that revelation of the future in hand, we ask ourselves, how are we to 

live today? 
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Biblical apocalyptic has a similar focus in mind.  It, too, intends to reveal the end time 

intent and meaning of human life and this creation in which we live.  The major difference is that 

in biblical apocalyptic, not some virus that humans let loose, not some nuclear holocaust that 

humans detonate, not some great technological mistake that we unleash upon ourselves is in 

control of the end time and what happens at the end time.  Instead, a benevolent creator, God, is 

in charge.  God has already scripted the end time even as we live in the present time.  Did 

somebody say predestination?  And New Testament apocalyptic materials “reveal” that end time 

to us as a time of transformation and even cataclysm, yes, but ultimately a time of hope.  

Predestination in this form deals not with details where we have freedom of choice.  We can 

mess up or not.  What we cannot mess up is that in the end there will be God’s Reign, a Reign of 

Life, not Death.  That is what I mean by say that God has scripted the end time.  That is biblical 

apocalyptic.  We do not end up destroying ourselves.  In spite of ourselves, God ends up saving 

us.  With THAT revelation of the future in hand, we ask ourselves, how are we to live today?  

Know that God is working to save tomorrow, we work to save today. 

But before we get to that question, we do have some questions to ask of God.  How is it 

that we got caught up in the mess that we are in?  And why is it not the case that those of us who 

are believers are not spared this mess?  In fact, there seems to be more mess pointed our way 

because we are people of faith?  Why, God, is this happening?   

There is a theological answer.  Paul, according to Galatians 1:11–24 (see also Acts 9 and 

22), has an odd, one might even say apocalyptic, awakening.  While the Galatians version 

contains none of the theophany-like appearances of blinding light and thundering voice narrated 

in Acts 9 and 22, the autobiographical report does suggest that some extra-human revelation 

forced itself upon Paul, compelling him to “wake up” and see the world and his place in it 
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differently than he had before. It is not just that his cause takes a wild and fairly 

incomprehensible shift from persecution to promotion of the Christian faith. His understanding 

of God’s actions in Christ reconfigures everything about his comprehension of the human 

historical era. Through his conversion experience, he has awakened to the realization that his 

world and the people who walk it are infected by the virus of Death. Paul clarifies our 

circumstance and God’s response: invasion of the dead. Death has invaded. God has invaded in 

response. God will very soon vivify the dead. Then the dead, too, at the end of time, will 

invade.  Invasion 1:  Jesus’ incarnation.  Invasion 2:  Jesus’ Resurrection.  Invasion 3:  Jesus 

comes again.  Invasion 4:  The general resurrection of all the dead.  All the dead are raised into 

life and walk into this life to spread Life the way zombies walk to spread Death. 

What we do not fully appreciate is where we are now.  According to Paul’s theology, we 

are citizens in the realm of the living dead.  Our cosmic condition is completely characterized by 

death because it is ruled by the powers Sin and Death. Before Christ’s resurrection, humans were 

so enslaved to Sin and Death that we were open to and vulnerable to no other person or power.  

Not even God. We were constitutionally of the dead and thus open only to the call of Death. In 

this state, there was not even any struggle. The living dead live out death easily and naturally 

because Death is not only the power that rules over us, death is also the circumstance of our 

existence, the ontological essence of our being, and thus Death’s calling voice is the only 

summons that we can hear. We are slaves to Sin and Death precisely because we are the living 

dead. Dead is who we are.  Dying is what we do.   

In our preaching, we must help our communities get over the conceit of living, the hubris 

that we are alive. We believe this conceit gives us blanket responsibility for creation. We act and 

decide with the power of life even though we are not alive.  Viewed apocalyptically, life comes 
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after the resurrection of the dead. Not before. We are too conceited, too full of ourselves and the 

life we are certain we possess to realize that we and our groaning creation are in the before time. 

The time of death. In our preaching, we must find a way to, as Paul once did, get this deadly 

point across. 

The opposition in the pews will cry out that when God created humankind in Eden, God 

breathed “life” into humans being and thus made them “alive.” I do not contest the point.  Paul 

explains, though, that in the expulsion from Eden something more precious than a ground lease 

was lost. Humankind lost “life.” In the first human’s trespass, all humans die (Rom. 5:12–21). 

Paul uses the language of enslavement to describe it. So Gaventa: “Paul needs the relentless 

argument of [Rom.] 1:18–3:20 in order to show the depth of human oppression by suprahuman 

powers.”14 We are slaves to Sin and Death. We are locked into this grisly, cosmic condition. To 

paraphrase the apostle: “In Adam, we all died.” Ours is an animated, “living” death. We are, all 

of us, even all of us Christians, dead people walking.  However, because of Jesus’ invasion, his 

death and resurrection, we, though dad, can HEAR the voice of life.  God.  We can decide whose 

voice to follow.  But living in deadness means that Death is on its home court.  God’s team is the 

visiting team. 

Does all this matter.  Maybe not to us in the church.  We're too sophisticated.  No longer 

truly apocalyptic.  But in the secular world, the business of apocalyptic is booming. They're 

struggling with the question, with our questions, and leaving us behind.  (Book 7-8). 

One of the contemporary ironies of this mainstream Christian skittishness about 

apocalyptic resurrection eschatology is that humankind, in its secular guise, is caught up in one 

of the most apocalyptic periods in recent historical memory.  Lieven Boeve puts it well:  “We are 

confronted today with a remarkable paradox.  On the one hand, we live in a time in which 
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apocalyptic ideas have virtually vanished from the Christian tradition, often on account of the 

dialogue between Christian faith and modernity: apocalypticism is too mythological, too 

dangerous, too literal, too speculative, too escapist. On the other hand, however, we are now 

faced with a “post-Christian” cultural environment in which apocalyptic is raising its head once 

again in the form of an “apocalyptic sentiment” which expresses itself, among other things, in a 

fear of the physical end of the world, of the moral collapse of the human race, and the ultimate 

meaninglessness of human existence and every human aspiration or thought.” 

None of this is good for resurrection. Resurrection language is trademark apocalyptic 

language; Jesus’ resurrection from the dead is described in the Gospels and in Paul as a signature 

moment of God’s direct intervention into this historical age, a moment that prefigures an even 

more invasive resurrection to take place in the imminent future. If we cannot raise apocalyptic 

eschatology from the academic and homiletical dead, resurrection is bound to go down and stay 

down with it.  Apocalypse means revelation.  Eschaton means the end time. Apocalyptic 

eschatology is the revelation of God’s end time intent for creation and human kind.  Resurrection 

shows that end time intent in the present time of Jesus rising from the dead, portending the same 

hope for us all. 

What I suggest is that we don’t leave the apocalyptic imagery to secular, popular culture, 

because there is no “life-giving” in their imagery.  It is all about death and dying, and biblical 

apocalyptic is all about life and living.  We need to reclaim the imagery, but in a biblical sense. 

How do we start?  I make the case in my book that we start with resurrection.  Biblical 

resurrection.  Because there is nothing more apocalyptic than resurrection.  The dead come back 

to life.  And that—the dead coming back to life—reveals God’s intent for humankind.  And for 

creation. 
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In this contemporary age, though, it is difficult to preach a resurrection of the dead—

individual, mass, or otherwise--with a straight face. What is more scandalous than basing one’s 

entire faith superstructure on a man who died with seditious criminals on a Roman cross? How 

about basing one’s entire faith superstructure on the belief that this man got up from the dead, 

ascended into heaven, and is planning to return the same way he left, on the clouds, to raise 

everybody else from the dead? What is a rational believer supposed to do with all that? 

Dehistoricize it. Demythologize it. Remythologize it. At the very least, invite a guest pulpiteer to 

preach it. 

But I say…Live it!  Live this story!  This resurrection story.  For God to save us, God 

must invade.  God’s primary weapon is resurrection.  The Lamb’s.  And then ours.  In her 

wonderful essay on whether apocalyptic can be relevant to our time, Sophie Laws conjectured 

that in the Book of Revelation “the apocalyptic perspective is altered in light of the cross.”i  It is 

a potent statement that belies the fact that the word “cross” never appears in the apocalypse, and 

the single reference to the verb “crucify” at 11:18, is more a historical reference than a 

theological starting point.  To be sure, at 1:5, John does mention that Jesus redeemed humankind 

from their sins by his blood.  Curiously, though, if this is a point that he wants to develop as fully 

as say the Apostle Paul, why does he never mention the point again?  In fact, one might argue 

that even at 1:5, John’s central focus is not on Christ’s death as much as it is on his identity as 

the faithful witness who is firstborn of the dead, the first resurrected one.  This witness, made to 

suffer death because of that witness, comes back from the dead to witness in resurrected life.  It 

is as though this resurrection makes the point that his witness and the claim to Lordship it 

represented, despite, not because of, but despite the fact of his slaughter, is true.  At 1:18, Christ 

self proclaims that now, as the resurrected one, he lives.  His life now is distinct from what it was 
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before.  He was dead, but now he lives.  And that invasive resurrection came with a spoil of war:  

the keys to Death and Hades.  Christ has the keys and can and will therefore unlock the doors of 

Death and Hades and liberate all who have been consigned to their type A death by the satanic 

dragon and its imperial beasts.  This is the “saving” resurrection message that John repeats over 

and over throughout his Apocalypse.  Christ does not save because he died; Christ saves because, 

resurrected, he lives.  And in living, he holds the keys that unlock Death.  His living testifies to 

the fact that God will bring life into this world of deadness.  Our living must do the same.  That 

is how we DO apocalyptic eschatology. 

Most of the time folks connect Paul to the cross.  That is because he says that he preached 

nothing but Christ crucified.  The cross as liberating invasion clearly seems to be Paul’s 

understanding (see for example Galatians 1:4).  The question is, how, logically-speaking, does 

Paul get there?  I do not think he can, unless he gets to the cross by way of the resurrection.  In 

fact, one must read 1:4 through the lens of Paul’s opening statement in 1:1, where Jesus’ 

introductory, tone-setting description is--the one whom God raised from the dead.  Indeed, this 

raising is not only how Paul gets into his letter to the Galatians, it is how he gets into both Christ 

and the Christian tradition.  He moves by way of the apocalypse of the Risen Christ.  Everything, 

literally and figuratively, starts for Paul with the resurrection.  Resurrection is the apocalyptic 

revelation that Christ first uncovers and then uses to transform the way the apostle understands 

everything in his world.  It is not the crucified Christ who starts him on his way; it is the Risen 

Christ who points him back geographically toward the apostles and back temporally to the cross.  

He may not speak a great deal of the resurrection in Galatians, but one is hard pressed to 

understand how he gets to Galatians without having gone through the resurrected Christ, first.  
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Paul rightly says that he preached nothing but Christ crucified.  I wonder if one might paraphrase 

him to say that he preached nothing but the resurrected Christ who had been crucified.   

Paul needs the resurrection to make his formula work.  In the logic of his cosmological 

construction, crucifixion is not an invasive act.  In an era ruled by Death, killing someone seems 

an act more of collusion or surrender than opposition.  It remains difficult to comprehend how 

subjecting Jesus to death interferes with the strategic design of the powers Sin and Death, which 

is to subject everyone to death.  The countering invasion would seem to occur at just the point 

when, having been killed, Jesus is raised up.  It is in this almost magical, certainly miraculous 

escape from death, and thereby escape from the rules of Death that govern this reality and give 

the kind of sense to this reality that allows Sin and Death to maintain their control, that Christ 

reveals the impotence of death.  In the crucifixion, God plays along.  In the resurrection, God 

reconfigures the game.   

Why is this discussion so important for the contemporary church and our contemporary 

preaching to it?  J. Christiann Beker cautions that we must always when interpreting the cross do 

so in the larger apocalyptic context in which the cross functions.  “A focus on the cross alone,” 

he writes, “distorts the relation between the cross and resurrection.”ii  The death and resurrection 

must always be seen as dialectical.  Beker also believes that they must be seen consecutively.  I 

agree.  But I switch the progression.  The cross must be encountered, as Paul encountered it, 

through the resurrection.  Otherwise, it is, as we learn from the apostles who followed Jesus 

around Galilee and Judea, incomprehensible.  Beker captures the end result of this progression 

rather well: 
A theology of the cross, then, that is unrelated to the resurrection as the “first fruits” of 
the kingdom of God and of the future resurrection of the dead encourages not only an 
individualistic distortion of Paul’s gospel but also an exclusivist centering of that gospel 
on the Christ-event.  And so it can chart our future as human beings only in terms of our 
individual obedience to the cross and of a cruciform life.  It has nothing to say about the 
future of the world or our future communal solidarity in the kingdom of God.  The future 
resurrection of the dead now becomes transposed into a doctrine of post-mortem afterlife 
for the individual believer.iii 
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But is that not exactly where our centuries of teaching and preaching have brought our 

mainstream churches:  to a doctrine of post-mortem afterlife for the individual believer?  Where 

everything is about us?  What of our funeral sermons with their preoccupation with a life well 

lived on earth and now well situated, in many ways because of that earthly good living, in 

heaven?  Death is made palatable in the Christian framework because we believe and we preach 

that we can individually rise beyond it, and we take comfort that those we have lost individually 

have indeed risen beyond it, and further that we may one day, in our own individual resurrection, 

get to be with them again.  The best collective image we can muster is couples and families 

reunited in God’s presence, a family of loved ones, together for all eternity.  Though for some 

dysfunctional families that might seem like the perfect presentation of Hell, for most it is the 

individualized, personalized, post-mortem dream.  It is this individualized disfiguring of 

resurrection that, at least in Christian circles, makes death livable. 

The counter to such a myopic proclamation of the faith is Paul’s presentation of the 

crucified Christ’s resurrection as the invasion of an occupied world, an invasion that is not all 

about me and my individual future faith relationship or secular standing in the world, but rather 

the breaking free of this entire world and cosmos from the grip of powers hostile to us and God.  

Yes, that means something for me individually, but it means something first and foremost for our 

world.  Operating from such a resurrection focus, we are commissioned to retrain our witnessing 

away from individual believers and their particular idiosyncrasies, sinful and not, and take full 

aim at calling our people to participate in God’s ongoing invasion, reclamation, and 

transformation of our world.  Our goal, we should preach, is not to die and get to heaven, our 

loved ones trailing hopefully in our wake.  Our goal, we must preach, is to live into the war 

raging all about us, siding with God’s forceful engagement against the powers that overwhelm 

this world and its desperate age, even if, and perhaps especially when, the casualty count for 

believers rises high.  This is what it means, it seems to me, to live out resurrection in a world and 
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church preoccupied with crucifixion. In a world preoccupied with death, by the way you speak, 

by the way you live, you witness to life. 

It is the resurrection of Christ, then, I am arguing, that is the turning point in the 

cosmological war.  It is the resurrection that reveals God’s intent for humankind and the cosmos.  

It is the resurrection that is God’s act.  The cross, . . . well, that’s on us!  We are the ones who 

drag him there, hang him there, kill him there.  God is the one, the only one, who raises him up 

from there.  And, in the process, God sends a potent, proleptic message and creates a clear 

circumstance.  So de Boer:  “The resurrection of Christ ‘from the dead’ is in short, as Schweitzer 

correctly perceived, a ‘cosmic world-event, one that marks the turn of the ages.”iv  God’s past 

invasive act of Jesus’ resurrection disorients the rule of the powers of this age and sets the stage 

for God’s final, culminating resurrection of all the dead which will disempower Sin and Death 

completely.v  It is resurrection that marks something new.  Death, even a death as grisly as 

crucifixion, is nothing new.  Death is, by its very definition, a part of the old age.  What is new, 

completely alien to this present age, is a true, literal resurrection from the dead.  In fact, this 

catalytic event is so strikingly new that Cook claims it “provoked the imaginative new 

configuration of biblical symbols” in Paul’s letters.vi  Apocalyptic witnessing follow suit by 

turning the focus off dying and squarely onto living.  

The resurrection, then, is the apocalypse, the revelation of God’s intent for the cosmos.  

The cross is apocalyptic because of the resurrection; the resurrection, by its very nature, stands as 

apocalyptic on its own.  How can we know?  The answer lies at the end of time, with the general 

resurrection of the dead that is prefigured in Christ’s own resurrection.  The general resurrection 

will not require the cross.  The resulting revelation is this:  God’s intent is not to consign us to 

death; God’s intent is to break us and all creation, the cosmos, free from death forever.  That 

intent is signaled not when humans kill Jesus but when God resurrects Jesus. 

God ante ups in Christ’s resurrection.  This is the first apocalyptic bid that shatters the 

grip Sin and Death have over this entire historical era and the cosmos that inhabits it.  God plays 
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the final apocalyptic hand at the parousia, when all the chips are down, when Sin and Death are 

all in, and so is God, when the exalted Christ returns to this cosmological realm.  This is what 

Paul means to say at 1 Cor 15:24-26:  “Then comes the end, when he hands over the kingdom to 

God the Father, after he has destroyed every ruler and every authority and power.  For he must 

reign until he has put all his enemies under his feet.  The last enemy to be destroyed is death.” 

Resurrection, then, is the goal of the end time that wants us to rethink how we live in the 

present time.   

Resurrection is God’s weapon.  Resurrection as invasion of this age held by death with 

the power of life.  Life one:  Jesus’ resurrection.  Life two:  ours.  God anticipated Jesus’ 

invasion of the dead through resurrection by sending Jesus into this world of deadness in the 

incarnation to inject life.  God anticipates our resurrection, too, by sending us into this world of 

deadness, by incarnating us with life in this world of deadness, to show our world what life really 

looks like.  Our job is to live life so people can see and believe in life even in a world 

mesmerized by death.  The question is, how will we represent life?  What do we do on a daily 

basis in a world obsessed with death to represent life?  Jesus did it by touching lepers, reaching 

out to the outcast, breaking laws that broke people, breaking down boundaries that separated 

people by gender or race or ethnicity, by proclaiming that he had the power to make people right 

with God.  How do we do it?  How do we preach and live resurrection?  The answer to that 

question is critical.  Because the answer to that question is what our faith is all about.   
 

Sing:  New Presbyterian Hymnal, page 502.  Hymn:  We Who Once Were Dead 
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